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Professor John Van Reenen’s work

Highly impactful and broad at the same time

Complementary factors to ICT

• Reorganising businesses (2001)

• Management practices matter (2007)

in particular for exploiting ICTs 
(“Americans do I.T. better”, 2012)

Innovation

• Ideas are becoming harder to find (2017)

• But trade induced competition still helps (2016)

Productivity and labour market implications

• Superstar firms (2017)

• Job polarisation (2014)
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OECD cross-country evidence confirms a growing 

productivity gap between the “Best and the Rest”

Source: OECD calculations using the Orbis database of Bureau van Dijk, following the methodology in Andrews, D., 

Criscuolo, C. and Gal, P. (2016): "The Best versus the Rest: The Global Productivity Slowdown, Divergence across Firms 

and the Role of Public Policy", OECD Productivity Working Papers No. 5

Note: The “frontier” is measured by the average of log labour productivity for the top 5% of companies with the highest

productivity levels globally across 24 countries, separately within each 2-digit industry and year. “Firms below the frontier”

capture the log productivity for all other firms.

Manufacturing Services



The decline in the labour share in OECD 

countries can be related to digitalisation

Source: Schwellnus, C. et al. (2018), “Labour share developments over the past two decades: The role of technological progress, 

globalisation and “winner-takes-most” dynamics”, OECD Economics Department Working Papers, No. 1503, OECD Publishing, Paris, 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/3eb9f9ed-en.

Contributions to the decline in the labour share in the OECD (1995-2013)



Digitalisation may have contributed to the increasing 

productivity divergence across firms

Source: Gal, Nicoletti, Renault, Sorbe and Timiliotis (forthcoming): "Digitalisation and Productivity: In Search Of The Holy Grail -

Firm-level empirical evidence from EU countries”

Note: This graph shows the ceteris paribus increase in multifactor productivity growth from increase the diffusion of digital

technologies by ten percentage points across different productivity quartiles. Quartile 1 refers to the bottom of the distribution

(i.e. low productive firms), quartile 4 to the top of the distribution (i.e. high productive firms).

Productivity gains from higher diffusion of digital technologies,

by productivity quartile

Firm-level MFP increase from a 10-percentage point increase
in technology adoption at the industry level



Skills are key to enhance digital adoption and 

maximise its productivity benefits

Differential association of training provided to high and low skilled workers with the 

percentage of firms adopting CRM and cloud computing systems 
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Source: Andrews, D., G. Nicoletti and C. Timiliotis (2018), Going Digital: What determines technology diffusion among firms?

The effect of training on digital adoption is stronger for 

low-skilled workers
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